Appendix A: The Justifications of the Bayesian Consistency of π Ω0 (·|Data)
i , ∞) otherwise. D C is defined similarly by switching survival and censoring times. Since the likelihood function can be written as To show the consistency of the posterior distribution for Q Ω 0 ×( Q C ) Ω 0 , we only need to show that the prior distribution Π Ω 0 {OPT Ω (R; θ)} (or Π Ω 0 {OPT Ω (R C ; θ C )}) puts nonzero probability in the Kullback-Leibler neighborhoods of the true probability measure Q Ω 0 (or ( Q C ) Ω 0 ).
It is adequate to show that it is possible to approximate a density distribution in the KullbackLeibler distance by Π Ω 0 (Q g ) where Q g is a probability measure induced by step function g on appropriate partitions of Ω. Let f be the density function of X on Ω satisfying sup Ω f (x)
M < ∞. Assume that f is continuous with modulus of continuity δ( ). We first construct g(x)
dµ. Under this construction, Wong and Ma (2010) showed that the Kullback-Leibler distance between Q g and Q can be arbitrarily small by choosing small > 0. In the following, we will argue that the same result holds true for the pair of probability measures: Π Ω0 (Q g ) and Q Ω0 = Π Ω0 (Q).
Firstly, we can easily show that G ∈ [1, 1 + µ(Ω)δ( )] according to Wong and Ma (2010) . Let
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Appendix B: Derivations for the Posterior Distribution π Ω (·|Data)
The posterior distribution of Q can be calculated as
is the distribution function of the OPT prior on the probability measure over Ω. Specifically,
Note that N (∞) is given as a random variable induced by the distribution of X i 's over D i 's. From the conjugacy of the OPT, conditional on
Finally, the posterior distribution can be simplified as We describe a simple interative algorithm to solve the empirical counterpart of equation (2.1) in the main manuscript. (k) [Q|Data], the current estimate of the posterior mean of Q from the k-th iteration, estimate the set of expected sample counts in subregions,
Given E
Note that the component of n
is not necessarily an integer.
2. Assuming Q has a prior distribution following OPT Ω (R; θ), obtain the posterior distribution
The construction of the OPT will be further discussed in the following paragraph.
Estimate the posterior mean E
). There are several ways to estimate the mean of this posterior distribution as discussed in Wong and Ma (2010) , any of which is applicable.
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Repeat from the first step with the updated posterior mean until
where ·, · d is a bivariate function to measure the distance between two probability measures and > 0 is a pre-specified constant.
In the second step of the algorithm,
is constructed in a similar way to the case of non-censored data described in Wong and Ma (2010) . For any A ∈ A (∞) , we recursively calculate Φ(A), the likelihood of the sample distribution in A,
is the vector of the estimated counts in the 
is the likelihood that samples are generated via a uniform distribution over A. Here, µ(A) is the Lebesgue measure of region A, and
as the likelihood of the sample distribution in A. Therefore, OPT Ω (R; θ( n (∞) ) k ) is given with the following parameters:
1. Stopping probability:
2. Selection probabilities:
3. Allocation of probability to subregions: the probabilities for subregions A
Unlike the cases with non-censored data, the calculation of equation (0.1) with the estimated counts may need infinite recursions. Here, we approximate Φ(A) ≈ Φ 0 (A) if the sum of the estimated sample counts in A is small enough or the recursion is performed to enough depth.
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While the algorithm can start from many different initial estimations, a good initial estimator can greatly accelerate the convergence. In addition, one may also want to consider the computational burden of obtaining the initial estimator. To this end, we suggest to construct an initial OPT by recursively calculating the estimated sample counts in A ∈ A (∞) , and use its mean for E (0) [Q|Data] . Specifically, in a p-dimensional space, consider a simple bi-
bility that X i is in A, and P A|B (X i ) = Pr(X i ∈ A∩B)/Pr(X i ∈ B) be the conditional probability.
, we consider the following four cases: i 's such that ∆ (j) i = 1 and P A (X i ) > 0. For convenience, assume that t
K . Here, we estimate a local survival function along the j-th direction as
It is essentially a weighted Kaplan-Meier estimator with i-th observation weighted by P A (X i ).
The final conditional probability is given by
By repeating the aforementioned step in this paragraph, we can recursively obtain the initial estimation of the numbers of samples, n and the consequent OPT, we can obtain the initial estimation,
as a starting point of the iterative algorithm described in the previous paragraph.
An OPT on non-censored data represents a density on a bounded region with zero probability outside the boundary. However, a probability estimation on censored data often needs to assign non-zero probability masses to regions of Ω beyond the ROI. As shown before, the OPT Ω induces a proper prior for the probability measure Q Ω 0 on the ROI. It might be convenient to construct OPT partitions and compute the posterior mean ignoring the ROI first. Alternatively, in the recursive calculations of the OPT, we can set ρ(A) = 1 if the elementary region A is completely outside the ROI, i.e., no split for the regions beyond the ROI. With this device, we can prevent meaningless partitioning outside the ROI. After reaching the convergence within the ROI, we then assign the probability beyond the ROI to the corresponding boundary regions by the projection Π Ω0 . For example, we can assign Q(
{τ l } with the understanding that this still represents the survival probability of Pr(X
In practical calculations, a balanced binary splitting can be used for simplicity. When the interior of the ROI is given as
where
Once the recursive calculation of an OPT is performed with a enough depth or until the estimated samples counts in a subregion is small enough, the open regions are additionally partitioned at the boundary of the ROI to obtain a complete density distribution within the ROI. In practice, a ROI can be set according to given data. For example, r (l) L can be set as 0 simply or the lower bound of observed samples. r (l) U can be set as the upper bound with or without a marginal space.
Appendix D: The Detail Settings in the Simulation Study
In the simulation study described in 3. Simulation section of the main manuscript, nine simulations were performed with survival and censoring times generated from following distributions.
Let X = (X (1) , X (2) ) be a random variable for bivariate survival times, C = (C (1) , C (2) ) be one for censoring times, and Y = (X (1) ∧ C (1) , X (2) ∧ C (2) ) be one for observed times.
1. Independent uniform distribution: X (1) and X (2) ∼ 0.7U 1 (0, 0.5)+0.3U 1 (0.5, 1), and in (a, b) . C (1) and C (2) ∼ U 1 (0, 1), and
. The censoring proportion of X (1) or X (2) was 40%, and the double censoring proportion was 16%.
Correlated uniform distribution: (X
and
. The censoring proportion of X (1) or X (2) was 40%, and the double censoring proportion was 21%.
3. Correlated uniform distribution with common censoring: Same with the correlated uniform distribution, but C (1) = C (2) . The censoring proportion of X (1) or X (2) was 40%, and the double censoring proportion was 32%.
Negatively correlated uniform distribution: (X
. The censoring proportion of X (1) and X (2) were 40% and 60% respectively, and 19% of samples were double censored. Clayton, 1978) : (X (1) , X (2) ) followed the distribution of which survival function is
Clayton model (
where θ = 0.25. C (1) and C (2) ∼ Exp(0.5) and C (1) ⊥ C (2) , where Exp(λ) is an exponential distribution with rate λ. The censoring proportion of X (1) or X (2) was 40%, and the double censoring proportion was 16%.
6. Clayton model with common censoring: Same with the Clayton model, but
While the marginal censoring proportions were the same as those in the previous setting, the double censoring proportion was 21%.
7. Lognormal distribution:
where N(µ, ) is a bivariate normal distribution with mean µ and covariance . log(C (1) ) and log(C (2) ) ∼ N(0, 1), and they were independent. The censoring proportion of X (1) or X (2) was 50%, and the double censoring proportion was 29%.
8. Lognormal distribution with common censoring: Same with the lognormal distribution sim- 2) . While the marginal censoring proportions were the same as those in the previous setting, the double censoring proportion was 38%.
9. Additive exponential distribution: X (1) ∼ Exp(1) and X (2) = X (1) + Z where Z ∼ Exp (1) and Z ⊥ X (1) . C (1) and C (2) ∼ Exp(1), and
. The censoring proportions of X (1) and X (2) were 33% and 56%, respectively. The double censoring proportion was 22%. We assigned the estimated probability masses to fine lattice regions of the sample space, and compared with the expected masses in terms of root-mean-squared-error (RMSE),
where A i , i = 1, · · · , N A are non-overlapping lattice regions such that
A i = Ω, and q 0 (x) and q(x) are true and estimated probability density functions of the probability measure Q Ω 0 , respectively. We used 9 × 9 subregions partitioned at (0, 1/8, · · · , 7/8, 1, +∞) 2 for Simulation 1 to 4, and at (0, 3/8, · · · , 21/8, 3, +∞) 2 for Simulation 5 to 9.
In implementing the proposed method, the parameters for the prior OPT were set as α = 0.5, λ = 1/M (A), and ρ = 0.5. Since this choice does not favor any special region splitting and warrantees that on average the probabilities assigned to the split subregions are proportional to their sizes. Consequently, the corresponding OPT prior is centered on a uniform distribution, which is a natural choice when there is no prior information available for an unknown distribution.
Here, a balanced binary splitting described in the Appendix C was used with M (A) = 2. The ROI in each simulation was defined as a rectangle bounded by 0 and the maximum observation with a 10% marginal space. Φ(A) was recursively calculated until the estimated sample size of a subregion is less than 1 or the recursion is performed in depth 10. The posterior mean of an OPT was obtained by a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate, which was recommended by Wong and Ma (2010) . The iteration was stopped if a RMSE measured on 100 lattice subregions between E (k) [Q|Data] and E (k+1) [Q|Data] is less than 0.001.
In the simulation, the convergence was achieved within five iterations in 99% of cases with the suggested warm start. A whole run to obtain an OPT-based density estimate with 1,000
observations took about an hour in an Apple Xserver equipped with 2.26 GHz Intel Quad-Core Xeon CPUs and 96 GB memory. However, the computation time will exponentially increase with the dimension of the sample space and the partitioning depth. We have also empirically investigated the sensitivity of the OPT proposal to the initial modified Kaplan-Meier estimator and found that while the convergent limit does not depend on the initial point, the modified Kaplan-Meier estimator in general accelerates the convergence compared with other choices.
Appendix E: The Calculation of Mutual Information
Let T N and T C be random variables for the recovery times of the neurological system and the cardiovascular system, respectively. In the example of the main manuscript, the mutual information of T N and T C was calculated by the following:
Pr(T N = t 1 , T C = t 2 )log Pr(T N = t 1 , T C = t 2 ) Pr(T N = t 1 )Pr(T C = t 2 ) + .
